
SMALL GROUP 

ROAD MAP 
 

   Be holy — because I am holy.  
Leviticus 11:45 and 1 Peter 1:16 

“If I am called to be a saint,  

if I am really expected to be so much like Jesus Christ  

that others will know at once and unmistakably that I am a Christian, then  

… I shall need all the help that I can possibly get.  

I know that I cannot climb this hill by myself;  

I shall need at every point the help, the encouragement, the understanding  

of those who have valiantly set themselves to climb it too.” 

— Stephen Neill, Christian Holiness 
 

Over the next 7 weeks we will be embarking on a journey toward lives that live out God’s challenge 

to the people that have been rescued and called by his name: Be holy — because I am holy.  

Do we know what it means that God is holy? How is the call to holiness anything but an impossible 

standard for broken and sinful people like ourselves? Are we even sure the world wants saints … 

Our goal in small groups is to extend a conversation from Sunday worship into our lives.  

Laurie will introduce teaching on holiness over the course of her sermon series (with teaching one 

week from Pastor Aaron Williams!). We will pick up the conversation in the small groups. Laurie is 

asking that small groups share feedback with her about their discussions. What really resonates in 

this week’s discussion? What is challenging and hopeful? What questions are still there?  

These small groups are growth groups. Small groups aren’t only for talking and discussion. Our 

goal is to grow toward greater holiness in our lives. There will be a weekly Bible verse to memorize. 

There will also be a practice — like daily time in personal worship, or Sabbath keeping.  

And most important of all, there will be time in the group to ask, “How goes it with your soul?”  

Where is God at work in your life?    Where are you cooperating and loving it?  

Where are you resisting?     How can we pray for and encourage you?  
 

These are risky questions, so please be assured that you are invited to participate at your own pace. 

Trust develops over time. Any group that expects total transparency from week one in all areas of 

life is probably a cult! Our goal is authentic discovery and genuine love over time. 

How do I prepare for week one?  

• Review the covenant on the back and be ready for discussion as a group.  

• Look ahead on your calendar to identify any scheduling conflicts to let your group know about. 

• Memorize the passage from Leviticus / 1 Peter (Be holy, because I am holy.) 

• Identify a time and place each day that you can dedicate 15-30 minutes for meeting with God 



SMALL GROUP Covenant 

An agreement of the mutual commitment that you are making over the next seven 

weeks is not a requirement for small groups, but it can be a useful tool. 

Below is an example of the sort of commitment, or covenant, that some small groups 

have found helpful. Give it a read before your first meeting so that as a group you can 

discuss which elements of a covenant seem best to support your journey together. 

Why we meet 

Our purpose in gathering is to encourage and exhort each other in living a life of wholehearted       

devotion to Jesus Christ and his mission in the world. We intend to grow in making our gatherings a 

place where we can share honestly about our triumphs and our struggles in life outside this group. 

What we value 

Humility — I’m sure I have more to learn from you than the best that I have to contribute 

Curiosity — we commit to stay in the room with difference 

Participation — we’re here to contribute, sometimes by talking and sometimes by listening 

Sincerity — we create a space for each other to be real about our thoughts and actions 

Life Change — we’re here because we want to be transformed into the image of Jesus 

Honor — we respect each other, which includes confidentiality outside our meetings  

Priority — we’re committed to this meeting and making it a priority in our scheduling.  

How we are organized 

We will meet _____________________________ from ____________ until _____________. 

 

____________________ will send emails reminding each of us about the meeting and any preparation that 

we agreed to at the end of our last time together. 

_____________________ will organize food. 

_____________________ will email Laurie with any feedback and questions from our small group. They will 

also be the person to make sure we all have a copy (pdf or paper) of the next week’s study, which will 

be available each Sunday (online and at the welcome center). It will also be helpful to have listened to 
the sermon on podcast if you miss Sunday morning worship. 

 

When we meet, ________________________ will help us to honor the following agreed upon schedule: 
 

Gathering: ______ minutes     Scripture / Topic discussion: ______ minutes 

Life sharing / Accountability: ______ minutes  Prayer together: ______ minutes 

Other? ______________________ for _____ minutes 


